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TINTING MACHINE SYSTEM 

[0001] The present invention relates to a tinting machine 
system for tinting base paints, and to a method of detecting 
errors of Weight of individual colourant dispensed in a pro 
cess for tinting base paints. 
[0002] Paint or similar coating compositions such as lac 
quers, varnishes or Wood stains, is used by both the skilled 
professional decorator and the relatively unskilled do-it-your 
self painter for a variety of reasons. Typically, these are to 
brighten up the surroundings and/ or to match the colour of a 
particular item of furniture, ?oor or Wall covering, and other 
surfaces found in buildings. As consumers have become 
increasingly sophisticated and individual in their choice of 
colours, the demand for a Wider range of colours has also 
increased. This presents a problem to the paint manufacturer 
and the retailer or trade store keeper as the former has to 
produce many colours in small amounts, thus losing the 
economies of scale and, of course the retailer or store keeper 
has to provide additional space to store and display this plu 
rality of coloured paints. A typical paint Would be architec 
tural paint used on site at ambient temperatures. 
[0003] Some paint manufacturers have addressed this prob 
lem by developing tinting machines. These operate on the 
basis that a variety of colours can be made by adding colou 
rant to a factory produced base paint at the retailer’s premises. 
Such machines are referred to as in-store tinting machines. A 
small number of different coloured base paints, comprising 
three or four spanning the range of light to deep shades, is 
provided by the supplier to the retailer, in cans. Such a base 
paint is un?nished from the point of vieW of the ?nal colour. 
[0004] The further colourant to be added is usually in the 
form of pigments, pigment concentrates, tinters or dyes. Usu 
ally, about tWenty such colourants are required to produce the 
full colour range of paints, although only frequently three or 
four are required to produce any given colour. The colourants 
are added to the base paint according to a predetermined 
recipe, being one of many, stored in a computer. The recipe 
also indicates Which of the base paints should be selected for 
tinting in order to produce the required colour. 
[0005] Such tinting machines typically comprise a number 
of storage vessels containing the colourants, a means of deliv 
ering the colourant to the can of base paint, for example by 
one or more manual or automated piston or gear pumps, 
storage means for the collection of recipes and control means 
(manual and/ or computerised) for controlling the delivery of 
colourant in accordance With the selected recipe. The control 
means may, for example, control the addition of colourant by 
governing the traverse of pistons in pumps or by activating the 
pumps for a predetermined time period so that a predeter 
mined volume of colourant is delivered in accordance With 
the recipe for the selected colour. In this Way varying amounts 
of each colourant may be added to the selected base paint 
enabling paints of a variety of alternative colours to be pro 
duced. Finally, the base paint and added colourant are sub 
jected to mixing, usually by intense shaking, to obtain a 
homogeneous mixture of base paint and colourant With even 
colour. 
[0006] The problem With such tinting machines, hoWever is 
that the actual colour of the ?nal paint depends critically on 
the amount of each of the colourants added to the base paint. 
For example, Where a colourant is added using a pump driven 
by a motor, the number of turns or steps of the motor relates 
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to a quantity of colourant to be added. This relationship is 
determined by measurements taken at the time of assembly of 
the machine and is used to calibrate the pumps. 

[0007] HoWever, for various reasons, this calibration can 
change over time. For example, because pigments are gener 
ally very hard materials, the pump mechanism Will Wear With 
use, resulting in additions being made Which are not in accor 
dance With the recipe. Even When the pumps are operating 
correctly the incorrect amount of colourants may be added, if, 
for example the noZZles through Which the colourants exit 
into the can of base paint are partially or fully blocked. In 
larger retail stores, the high use rate can result in the tinting 
machine going out of calibration Within a feW Weeks. This 
results in a mis-tint causing the resulting paint to be other than 
the speci?ed colour and consequently discarded. Even Worse 
is When the variation from the recipe is small and the mis-tint 
passes unnoticed until the paint has been applied. This inevi 
tably requires a surface to be repainted With the intended 
colour causing additional expense and inconvenience. Other 
causes of mis-tinting are many and include defective pumps, 
leaky pipeWork and empty tinter vessels. 
[0008] Since the tinting machines are designed to produce 
many different colours, it is very dif?cult for the operator to 
recognise simply by looking at the most recently mixed paint 
When a particular colour has been incorrectly tinted. Conse 
quently, many colours may be mis-tinted before it comes to 
the operator’s attention. 
[0009] Tinting machines are knoWn Where the container of 
a tinted coating composition is Weighed, for example using a 
load cell, before and after a particular tint, Which generally 
comprises more than one colourant, has been dispensed into 
the container, thus enabling the total actual Weight of colou 
rant dispensed for that particular tint to be calculated. The 
actual Weight is then compared to a correct Weight Which is 
stored in the collection of colour recipes, and an error signal 
generated if the difference betWeen the actual and correct 
Weights is outside a predetermined acceptable range. Such a 
signal alerts the machine operator to a mis-tint Who can then 
take appropriate action. This data can also be monitored to 
give an indication of the general state of repair of the tinting 
machine. 

[0010] HoWever, in such tinting machines it is not possible 
to determine the degree to Which each colourant dispensed 
contributes to the overall error, since each tint comprises 
several, typically three or more, colourants. Thus Whilst it is 
knoWn that there is an error associated With a particular tint, it 
is not possible to determine Which particular colourant or 
colourants is causing the error, and adjust accordingly. 
[0011] In tinting machines, the colourant can be dispensed 
either simultaneously, or sequentially. 
[0012] In simultaneously dispensing machines, each of the 
colourants required to be added to the base paint to achieve 
the desired colour of coating composition is added separately, 
but substantially simultaneously, for example by the number 
of turns of the pump motor. In the case of simultaneous 
dispensing it is impossible to either check that the individual 
colourant has been added accurately, or indeed control the 
addition of each colourant by, for example, Weighing the 
container. 

[0013] In sequentially dispensing machines, each of the 
colourants required to be added to the base paint to achieve 
the desired colour of coating composition is added one after 
the other, using a pump driven by a motor. 
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[0014] In both sequentially and simultaneously dispensing 
tinting machines a maintenance engineer calibrates indi 
vidual colourant dispenser systems by manually dispensing 
colourant from each dispenser for a range of number of turns 
of the pump, Which in turn corresponds to a number of motor 
steps, so as to generate a calibration curve, typically a straight 
line, Which mathematically equates the number of steps of the 
motor required to dispense a knoWn quantity of colourant. 
Based on this calibration curve, it is possible to select a 
required quantity of colourant for a particular tint, and knoW 
hoW many steps of the motor are required to dispense such a 
quantity. 
[0015] To check the calibration is correct, i.e. to establish 
that the quantity of colourant dispensed corresponds to the 
number of steps of the motor, the maintenance engineer can 
repeat the calibration process to generate a neW curve. A large 
discrepancy betWeen the tWo curves might indicate that there 
is a problem With a component of the colourant dispenser 
system, for example, the pump is Worn to such an extent that 
it needs replacing. 
[0016] It can be seen that this is a very laborious process, 
and requires a maintenance engineer to be in attendance. 
Furthermore, it Would require the tinting machine being 
unavailable for customer use for a considerable period of 
time, and ?nally such a procedure is a manual process and is 
therefore sensitive to operator error. Clearly this is not an 
e?icient means of maintaining the tinting machine, and is 
therefore undesirable. 
[0017] An object of the present invention is to provide a 
tinting machine system Which can be maintained more e?i 
ciently. 
[0018] According to the present invention there is provided 
a tinting machine system for tinting base paint supplied in a 
container Which base paint is suitable for use in a tinted 
coating composition so as to produce a tinted coating com 
position, the tinting machine system comprising a tinting 
machine and processing means, the tinting machine having a 
colourant dispenser system comprising an actuator able to 
dispense a pre-determined amount of at least one colourant 
into the container, and Weighing means able to Weigh the 
container to determine an actual dispensed Weight of each 
individual colourant and/or an actual total dispensed Weight, 
the processing means able to compare the actual dispensed 
Weight of each individual colourant and/or the actual total 
dispensed Weight, With a correct Weight for the tinted coating 
composition stored in the processing means for each dis 
pensed tinted coating composition, the processing means 
comprising statistical analysis means to statistically analyse 
the actual dispensed Weight of each individual colourant and/ 
or the actual total dispensed Weight for each dispensed tinted 
coating composition so as to calculate a colourant Weight 
dispenser error value for each colourant dispenser system, 
thereby enabling any colourant dispenser system causing 
concern to be identi?ed. 

[0019] According to another aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a method for detecting errors of Weight of 
colourant dispensed in a process for tinting base paint sup 
plied in a container Which base paint is suitable for use in a 
tinted coating composition so as to produce a tinted coating 
composition, comprising the steps of dispensing a pre-deter 
mined amount of at least one colourant from a colourant 
dispenser system, the pre-determined amount being appro 
priate to the achievement of the tinted coating composition, 
into a pre-determined type and volume of a base paint, Weigh 
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ing the container to determine an actual dispensed Weight of 
each individual colourant and/or an actual total dispensed 
Weight, and statistically analysing the actual dispensed 
Weight of each individual colourant and/or an actual total 
dispensed Weight so as to calculate a colourant Weight dis 
penser error value for each colourant dispenser system, 
thereby enabling any colourant dispenser system causing 
concern to be identi?ed. 

[0020] By analysing the actual dispensed Weight and the 
correct Weight for each dispensed tinted coating composition, 
Whether the colourant is simultaneously or sequentially dis 
pensed, it is possible to determine a colourant Weight dis 
penser error value for each colourant dispenser system by 
using the actual dispensed Weight generated in the course of 
the tinting machines normal use, i.e. Without having to shut 
the machine doWn, by Which is meant preventing consumers 
from obtaining tinted coating compositions from the machine 
rather than turning the machine off. 
[0021] Furthermore, it is not necessary for a maintenance 
engineer to manually inspect each colourant dispenser system 
to identify any problems. In addition, the individual colourant 
dispenser system can then be adjusted if necessary so as to 
dispense the correct quantity of colourant. 
[0022] This is clearly a more ef?cient procedure in com 
parison to the maintenance engineer manually dispensing 
knoWn quantities of colourant. By identifying the colourant 
dispenser system of concern, in the event that the mainte 
nance engineer is required to inspect the machine, consider 
able time is also saved due to the fact that the colourant 
dispenser system has already been identi?ed. 
[0023] In the case Where the tinting machine is adjusted 
remotely either automatically or by a computer operator, i.e. 
not at the location of the tinting machine Which is typically in 
a retail store, it may not be necessary for a maintenance 
engineer to visit at all. Furthermore, if the tinting machine is 
not adjusted remotely, the fact that adjustment required itself 
can be determined remotely enables a tinting machine opera 
tor to carry out the adjustment locally, Without the need for a 
maintenance engineer. This Would not be possible in the case 
Where the error associated With individual colourant dis 
penser systems is not knoWn, since it is not possible to adjust 
the tinting machine as a Whole, but only individual colourant 
dispenser systems. 
[0024] Thus, it can be seen that the present invention not 
only reduces the time the machine is out of calibration, 
thereby reducing the likelihood of mis-tints, but also mini 
mises the requirement for maintenance engineer visits, and in 
the case Where a visit is required less time is spent analysing 
the machine since the colourant dispenser system at fault has 
already been identi?ed. 
[0025] The present invention Will noW be described by Way 
of example only With reference to the accompanying draW 
ings, in Which: 
[0026] FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic representation of a tinting 
machine system, and 
[0027] FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of the colourant 
dispenser systems of the tinting machine of FIG. 1. 
[0028] With reference to FIGS. 1 and 2 there is shoWn a 
tinting machine system 20 comprising a tinting machine 22, 
processing means in the form of a ?rst personal computer 24, 
and a second personal computer 26. The tinting machine 22 is 
an in-store tinting machine, typically used in retail store out 
lets to enable consumers to purchase tinted coating compo 
sitions. Paint containers of all siZes are used, typically those 
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sizes used by consumers When purchasing paint that is not 
mixed in store. However, the siZe of the container is not 
limited to such siZes, but to siZes Which are capable of being 
prepared in an in-store tinting machine. It is also to be under 
stood that tinting machines also includes machines that are 
located in environments not accessible by the consumer, for 
example, in a contractor’s Warehouse. 
[0029] The ?rst personal computer 24 stores a collection of 
colour recipes Which includes information indicating Which 
base paint to select for tinting, the amount of each colourant 
addition to be made and the ?nal Weight of the container of 
tinted paint for each tinted coating composition. The amount 
of colourant addition may be by Weight or volume. The 
colours may be identi?ed by name, code or cypher or com 
binations thereof, for example British Standard or RAL 
names or codes, NCS (Natural Colour System), NCS2, or 
“Dulux” “Colour Palette” cyphers. The collection of colour 
recipes can be recorded in various forms including a compi 
lation or a database. Preferably they are recorded systemati 
cally or methodically and are individually accessible to form 
a database Which enables additions and deletions to be more 
readily made. In this embodiment, the collection of recipes 
can be stored directly onto the hard drive of the ?rst personal 
computer 24, alternatively other storage means, such as 
?oppy disks, optical disks such as a CD-ROM and Digital 
Versatile Disk (DVD) may be used. 
[0030] The ?rst personal computer 24 also has softWare 
installed Which enables both control of the tinting machine 
22, and analysis of the Weights of the dispensed tinted coating 
composition. The ?rst personal computer 24 is further con 
nected to a video display 25 to Which messages can be sig 
nalled and displayed. 
[0031] In this embodiment, the ?rst personal computer 24 is 
directly connected to the tinting machine 22 via a cable 21. In 
an alternative embodiment, the ?rst personal computer may 
stand alone, in Which case it may communicate With the 
tinting machine from a remote location via a phone line, 
across a netWork, or any other suitable connection. 

[0032] The second personal computer 26 is remote from the 
tinting machine 22 and is connected to the tinting machine 
using a phone line 28 Which connects via the ?rst personal 
computer 24. The second personal computer 26 includes sta 
tistical analysis softWare Which analyses data collected from 
the tinting machine (see beloW). In another embodiment the 
second personal computer can be connected to the tinting 
machine via a netWork connection, the intemet, or any other 
suitable connection. 
[0033] In an alternative embodiment the ?rst and second 
personal computers could be integrated into a single process 
ing means, With the single processing means being local to, 
either integrated With or stand alone, or remote from the 
tinting machine. In the case Where the single processing 
means is remote from the tinting machine, it Will be necessary 
to provide further processing means proximate the tinting 
machine to enable it to be controlled by a machine operator. 
[0034] The tinting machine 22 includes sixteen colourant 
dispenser systems 30 (only one of Which is shoWn in FIG. 1). 
Each colourant dispenser system 30 includes a storage vessel 
32 Which contains colourant 34. FIG. 2 shoWs that each of the 
colourant dispenser systems 30 (numbered 1 to 16) is con 
nected to a common dispensing noZZle 36 via pipeWork 38. 
Each colourant dispenser system 30 includes a pump 40 
Which is driven by an actuator in the form of a stepper motor 
42. Each stepper motor 42, and thus the dispensing of indi 
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vidual colourants 34, is controlled by the ?rst personal com 
puter 24. To dispense the required amount of colourant for the 
particular coating composition, the stepper motor 42 is oper 
ated so as to turn the pump 40 a speci?ed number of turns. In 
this embodiment, the pumps and motors are identical for each 
colourant dispenser system. Alternatively, different siZed 
pumps and motors could be used for each colourant dispenser 
system depending on the requirement of that system. 
[0035] In this embodiment, the addition of colourant to the 
base paint is carried out using a pump driven by a stepper 
motor. In other embodiments a piston type arrangement may 
be used instead of a pump, or a syringe driven by a motor. 
Stepper motors are preferred as they can be accurately con 
trolled thereby delivering precise quantities of colourant via 
the pump. Alternatively, a standard motor and an encoder can 
perform the same function as the stepper motor. 

[0036] In this embodiment, Where more than one colourant 
is required to achieve the tinted coating composition the 
colourants are added substantially simultaneously so as to 
reduce the overall dispensing time. In an alternative system, 
the colourants can be added sequentially, i.e., one after the 
other. 

[0037] Whilst in this embodiment sixteen colourants are 
used, any number of colourants may be used, although typi 
cally, betWeen nine and thirty tWo colourants are used. 
Increasing the number of colourants may increase the number 
of tints available, but Will add to the complexity of the tinting 
machine. 

[0038] Suitable colourants include pigments, pigment con 
centrates and dyes. Pigment concentrates generally comprise 
high levels of pigment, dispersed in a carrier liquid, option 
ally With the aid of dispersant. The carrier liquid may be an 
organic solvent or Water or mixtures thereof. Solutions of 
dyes in appropriate solvents or undiluted dyes are also useful. 
Pigment concentrates are preferred for paints as they provide 
better hiding poWer than dyes. It is to be understood that the 
present invention can use any suitable colourants or carrier 
liquids, and is not limited to those examples given. Other 
examples include Water based pigment dispersions, or resin 
based pigment dispersions carried in solvents. It Will also be 
appreciated that the present invention is not limited to the use 
of liquid colourants, With dry colourants, for example colou 
rants in the form of solid tinters, also envisaged. 
[0039] FIGS. 1 and 2 shoWs a base paint container 44 part 
cut aWay to reveal that it is almost fully ?lled With base paint 
46 situated on Weighing means in the form of a load cell 48. 
The load cell 48 is connected to an analogue to digital con 
ver‘ter (ADC) 50, Which signals in digital format any Weight 
registered by the load cell 48 to the ?rst personal computer 24. 
[0040] A load cell is a device Which produces an output 
signal proportional to the applied Weight or force When that 
Weight or force is Within the range of operation of that device. 
Load cells are the preferred form of Weighing means for this 
application since they are better able to register a Wide range 
of Weights accurately. This is important since light colours 
require a small addition of colourant to the base paint, and 
deep colours typically require signi?cantly more colourant to 
be added. HoWever, other Weighing means are also envisaged 
Which are similarly able to register such a Wide range of 
Weight accurately. 
[0041] The noZZle 36 is located vertically above open 
mouth 37 of the container so that additions of colourant can be 
conveniently made to the base paint. 
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[0042] The base paint 46 comprises all the necessary com 
ponents of a coating composition including pigment, binder, 
carrier liquid, solvent, dispersant, antifoam, coalescing aid 
and other additives typically found in coating compositions. 
The base paint is distinguished from the ?nal tinted coating 
composition mainly because it does not contain all of the 
required colourants to produce a speci?ed colour contained in 
the collection of colour recipes. The number of base paints 
required for a particular product, for example a ?nish such as 
matt emulsion, ranges, typically, from one to eight is gener 
ally from three to eight, and preferably from four to six are 
used as this reduces the risk of selecting the Wrong base paint 
for tinting Whilst maintaining acceptable capability in pro 
ducing the necessary range of colours. 
[0043] The tinting machine system is operated as folloWs: 
[0044] A consumer Will ?rstly select a desired tint, sheen, 
for example matt, silk, or gloss, and container volume, Which 
is communicated to the machine operator. Each selection Will 
have a code Which corresponds to a particular colour recipe 
stored on the computer. The selection is inputted into the ?rst 
personal computer 24 by the machine operator, and the com 
puter Will determine ?rstly, Which combination of colourants 
are required, and in What quantity for the selected container 
volume, and secondly Which base paint is required. In another 
embodiment, the tinting machine could be a self-service 
machine Where the selection is inputted directly by the con 
sumer. 

[0045] The machine operator Will position the correct base 
paint container 44 under the dispensing noZZle 36, and then 
activate the tinting machine 22 via the ?rst personal computer 
24 such that the stepper motor 42 drives the pump 40 of each 
appropriate colourant dispenser system 30, and dispenses the 
colourant 34 into the paint container 44 via noZZle 36 to 
produce a tinted coating composition. After all the colourants 
required have been dispensed, the container 44 is shaken to 
ensure a homogeneous mix. 

[0046] The softWare installed in the ?rst personal computer 
24 controls the tinting machine so that the paint container 44 
is Weighed before dispensing colourant, and after all the 
colourants required have been dispensed. The total actual 
Weight of colourants dispensed can then be calculated for the 
dispensed tinted coating composition, i.e. the combined 
Weight of colourants, not speci?c colourant Weights. The ?rst 
personal computer 24 also stores both the correct Weight of 
individual colourants Which should have been dispensed for 
that particular tinted coating composition, and the correct 
Weight of the tinted coating composition (including all ingre 
dients) this being based on the colour recipe and the volume 
of the paint container. The correct Weights and the actual 
Weight for the particular tinted coating composition is then 
logged on the ?rst personal computer. 
[0047] If the difference betWeen the correct Weight for the 
tinted coating composition and the actual Weight for the dis 
pensed coating composition is outside an acceptable range, 
typically a ten percent deviation from the correct value, then 
the machine operator is Warned via the display unit 25 that a 
mis-tint has occurred, and appropriate action can be taken, 
typically re-dispensing the coating composition. 
[0048] In the event the difference betWeen the correct and 
actual Weights is outside a predetermined range, i.e. a range 
considered to be typical for errors due to incorrect quantities 
of colourant being dispensed, the machine operator is also 
alerted. This difference is typically as a result of operator 
error. In such circumstances, Whilst the machine operator is 
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alerted to such an error, and such Weight data is logged on the 
?rst personal computer, it is not used in the statistical analysis 
of the data since the error is not attributable to the quantity of 
colourant dispensed, and therefore not relevant in determin 
ing errors attributable to the colourant dispenser system. 
[0049] The above procedure is repeated as more consumers 
request tinted coating compositions, With the actual and cor 
rect Weight of the tinted coating compositions being logged. 
It Will be appreciated that over a period of time, data is 
collected for different tinted coated compositions, i.e. com 
positions Which use different numbers and combinations of 
colourants. 
[0050] The actual and dispensed Weight data for each dis 
pensing coating composition (apart from those ignored as 
detailed above) is accessed by the second personal computer 
26 via the phone line 28. It is also possible to use a netWork 
connection 28 or the intemet to access the data, or the data can 
be transferred manually to the second personal computer 26 
via storage media such as, for example, a CD-ROM. 
[0051] The statistical analysis softWare installed in the sec 
ond personal computer 26 analyses the logged actual and 
correct Weight for each dispensed coating system by ?rstly 
calculating the difference betWeen the actual and correct 
Weight data. Each dispensed coating composition Will com 
prise, in addition to the base paint, for example three colou 
rants, and therefore the difference betWeen the actual and 
correct Weighs is attributable to in?uences from the three 
colourant dispenser systems, typically but not limited to Wear 
of the pump associated With each system. Thus the difference 
is essentially due to, in this case, three factors. It Will be 
appreciated that mis-tints are caused by other factors in the 
colourant dispenser system, for example, blockages, and that 
the present invention can be used to identify the differences 
caused by these factors. 
[0052] A least squares regression analysis is a knoWn sta 
tistical analysis technique, by Which it is possible to deter 
mine the effect of individual factors on an overall result Which 
is in?uenced by those factors. In this case, the individual 
parameters are the individual colourants dispensed for each 
dispensed tinted coating composition, and the overall result is 
the difference betWeen the actual and correct Weight of the 
dispensed tinted coating composition. Thus, by employing 
least squares regression analysis on the logged actual and 
correct Weights for a number of dispensed coating composi 
tions, the in?uence of each colourant dispenser system on the 
difference is calculated, and thus a colourant Weight dis 
penser error value for each colourant dispensing system is 
determined. 
[0053] The colourant Weight dispenser error value is a per 
centage deviation (positive or negative) from a correct value 
of colourant Which should have been dispensed, this correct 
value being determined from an initial calibration curve gen 
erated manually by a maintenance engineer. Typically, the 
initial calibration curve is a straight line governed by the 
relationship y:mx+c, y being equal to the number of motor 
steps, x being equal to the quantity of colourant, and m being 
the gradient of the curve. The intercept c alloWs for the fact 
that, in some cases, a certain number of motor steps are 
required before any colourant is dispensed. Thus, based on 
this relationship, the number of motor steps to dispense a 
required amount of colourant is knoWn. This data is stored on 
the ?rst personal computer. 
[0054] An error value of —e% means that the particular 
colourant dispenser system is dispensing e% less colourant 
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than the initial calibration curve suggested, and therefore to 
dispense the correct amount of colourant, the initial calibra 
tion curve can be adjusted taking into account the error value 
of —e% to generate a neW calibration curve. More speci?cally, 
the neW calibration curve Will be of the form, y:(m+e)x+c to 
re?ect the neW relationship such that to dispense the correct of 
amount of colourant more steps of the motor are required. 

[0055] Conversely, an error value of +e%, means that more 
colourant is being dispensed, and therefore the neW calibra 
tion curve Will be of the form, y:(m—e)x+c to re?ect the neW 
relationship such that to dispense the correct of amount of 
colourant less steps of the motor are required. 

[0056] Before adjusting the calibration curve, the softWare 
installed in the second personal computer 26 compares the 
colourant Weight dispenser error value for each colourant 
dispenser system to an acceptable range for that system. For 
example, error values Within ten percent may be considered 
acceptable, and therefore no adjustment Will be made unless 
the error value is more than ten percent above or beloW the 
correct value based on the initial calibration. In the event that 
the error value is outside the acceptable range, the calibration 
betWeen the number of motor steps and quantity of colourant 
is adjusted such that a given input to the stepper motor Will 
dispense the correct amount of colourant. Clearly, the accept 
able range can be set accordingly. 

[0057] The softWare on the second personal computer 26 
can be programmed such that the adjustments are made auto 
matically, for example, if the colourant Weight dispenser error 
value is outside the acceptable range the computer automati 
cally sends a signal directly to the tinting machine to adjust 
the calibration curve. In the case Where the second personal 
computer is remote from tinting machine it can be seen that 
this automatic adjustment process is also a remote process. 
The softWare can also be programmed such that the adjust 
ments are made When the tinting machine is not in operation, 
for example, outside store opening hours. Thus, Whilst the 
automatic adjustments are automatic in the sense that no 
operator input is required, they are not instantaneously made 
When the error value is calculated. 

[0058] Alternatively, instead of automatic adjustment, the 
softWare can be programmed to alert the user of the second 
personal computer 26 to the error value, enabling adjustments 
to be made When appropriate. The adjustments can still be 
made remotely under the control of the operator of the second 
personal computer 26, but, in this case, they are not made 
automatically. It is also possible for the adjustments to be 
made locally at the tinting machine 22, by editing the calibra 
tion curve, either by the machine operator or by a mainte 
nance engineer. 

[0059] In addition to determining an error value for each 
colourant dispenser, the regression analysis also calculates a 
con?dence level for each error value. The error values calcu 
lated Will have a higher con?dence level as the number of 
dispensed coating compositions analysed increases. Theo 
retically, the number of tinted coating compositions dis 
pensed needs to be in the order of tWenty multiplied by the 
number of colourants (sixteen in this example), giving three 
hundred and tWenty. HoWever, it has been found that error 
values that equate to actual manually calibrated data have 
been generated With less than this theoretical number. For 
example, using sixteen colourants, three hundred dispensed 
coating compositions has proven to give comparable error 
values. 
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[0060] In both automatic and non-automatic adjustment, 
the con?dence level corresponding to each colourant dis 
penser system error value can be used to decide Whether or not 
adjustments are required. 
[0061] In the case of automatic adjustment, a predeter 
mined con?dence level can be set, above Which adjustments 
are automatically made, for example, more than ninety per 
cent con?dence might be considered su?icient to permit auto 
matic adjustment. 
[0062] In the case of non-automatic adjustment, the user 
can decide, possibly With additional information, if adjust 
ment is required. For example, the user may suspect a par 
ticular colourant is at fault, and therefore the con?dence level 
might not be so critical. 
[0063] It should be noted that for those colourant dispenser 
systems Which are used frequently, the con?dence level Will 
be higher. This is important because it is these high use 
systems Which are more likely to be Wear, and therefore more 
likely to require adjustment. 
[0064] Conversely, if a speci?c colourant has not been used 
frequently, then the error value calculated for that colourant 
dispenser system Will have been obtained on a small sample 
of data, and Will therefore have a loW level of con?dence as to 
Whether the error value is correct. To address this potential 
loW level of con?dence it is possible to store data for all 
dispensed coating compositions containing this loW use 
colourant in conjunction With colourants Whose correspond 
ing colourant dispenser system has not been adjusted. The 
stored data can then be added to data generated for subse 
quently dispensed coating compositions to create a neW com 
bined data set. It may be that by adding the stored data to the 
subsequently generated data, the statistical analysis results in 
calculated error values for the loW use colourants With su?i 
ciently high con?dence levels. HoWever, if the con?dence 
level is still too loW, it is possible to repeat this process of 
combining future data sets With subsets of previous data sets 
until a su?icient degree of con?dence in the loW use colourant 
error value is obtained. 

[0065] In the case of a colour dispenser system Which has 
not been used at all, no statistical analysis Will be conducted, 
and therefore no error value Will be generated. This is of even 
less concern since the lack of use Will result in no Wear to the 
colourant dispenser system. 
[0066] Thus it can be seen that the individual error value 
associated With each colourant dispenser system can be deter 
mined by analysing the logged Weight data, and then appro 
priate action can be taken to adjust individual colourant dis 
pensers, either automatically or manually, and either locally 
or remotely. 
[0067] A particular bene?t of the present invention is Where 
adjustment of the colourant dispenser system is made auto 
matically by a processor Which is integrated Within the tinting 
machine, With typically being the processor Which runs the 
tinting machine. In this case, no remote processing means is 
required, either to analyse data, or to activate adjustment. 
[0068] It Would also be possible to verify the error value 
calculated by the regression analysis by running the machine 
in a veri?cation mode, Where colourant is sequentially dis 
pensed and Weighed before and after dispensing. This could 
be repeated for different colourants, and for a different num 
ber of times. This Would generate an actual error value Which 
could be compared to the statistically calculated value. If the 
actual and calculated values are comparable, or Within a 
speci?ed range then the adjustment of the calibration curve 
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can then be made. It Will be appreciated that software con 
trolling the tinting machine can be programmed to include 
running the machine in the veri?cation mode, and then com 
pare the actual results With those calculated using statistical 
analysis. 
[0069] In another embodiment, the tinting machine can 
dispense colourant sequentially, as opposed to the substan 
tially simultaneous dispensing of the embodiment of FIGS. 1 
and 2. 
[0070] In such an embodiment it Will be appreciated that 
the regression statistical analysis described in the embodi 
ment of FIGS. 1 and 2 can also be employed in the same Way 
to calculate an error value for each colourant dispenser sys 
tem, by Weighing the tinted coating composition before add 
ing colourant and after all colourants have been added. In this 
case the actual Weights are compared to correct Weights 
Which correspond to the total Weight of the tinted coating 
composition. 
[0071] By virtue of the fact that the colourants are dis 
pensed sequentially, it is also possible to programme the ?rst 
personal computer such that the paint container is Weighed 
before dispensing colourant, and after each individual colou 
rant has been dispensed, and logging the actual Weight of 
colourant dispensed for each colourant and for each compo 
sition. In this case, regression analysis is not essential because 
the sequential nature of the dispensing enables the difference 
betWeen actual and correct Weights to be measured directly 
for individual colourants. The correct Weights in this case are 
those stored for the individual colourants in the particular 
coating composition, and not the total Weight of the coating 
composition. The statistical analysis in such a system Would 
then involve, for example, an average of several readings for 
that particular colourant dispenser system. It Will be appreci 
ated hoWever that Weighing the container after each colourant 
has been dispensed Will sloW doWn the operation of the 
machine. 
[0072] In this embodiment, it is possible to Weigh the tinted 
coating composition both before and after all the colourants 
have been dispensed, and after each colourant has been dis 
pensed. In this Way it is possible to calculate tWo colourant 
dispenser system error values for each colourant dispenser 
system, and more importantly enable a comparison to be 
made betWeen the error value calculated using regression 
analysis, and the error value determined from Weighing indi 
vidual colourants. This Will enable a check to be made on 
calculated error values, but clearly this is limited to running 
the machine in sequential dispensing mode. 
[0073] Thus, in the case of a tinting machine With sequen 
tially dispensed colourant, the present invention provides a 
system that determines the error value for each colourant 
dispenser system using either regression analysis, Without 
any reduction in the tinting process speed, or alternative sta 
tistical analysis on individually Weighed colourant, but With a 
reduction in the speed of the tinting process. Clearly, the 
choice of system Will largely depend on the requirement for 
the tinting process to be carried out quickly. For example, in 
a store Where the tinting machine is infrequently used, the 
reduction in speed of the process by Weighing individual 
colourants may not be a concern, hoWever, in a high use store, 
the use of regression analysis Would seem more appropriate. 
[0074] It Will be appreciated that Whilst the embodiments 
described above are in relation to adjusting the calibration 
curve for gear pumps, the invention is equally applicable to 
other colourant dispenser systems, for example, belloW 
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machines or piston pumps, or any system Which requires an 
actuator, for example a stepper motor, to dispense a given 
quantity of colourant. 

1. A tinting machine system for tinting base paint supplied 
in a container Which base paint is suitable for use in a tinted 
coating composition so as to produce a tinted coating com 
position, 

the tinting machine system comprising a tinting machine 
and processing means, 

the tinting machine having a colourant dispenser system 
comprising an actuator able to dispense a pre-deter 
mined amount of at least one colourant into the con 
tainer, and Weighing means able to Weigh the container 
to determine an actual dispensed Weight of each indi 
vidual colourant and/ or an actual total dispensed Weight, 

the processing means able to compare the actual dispensed 
Weight of: a) each individual colourant, b) the actual 
total dispensed Weight, or c) both With a correct Weight 
for the tinted coating composition stored in the process 
ing means for each dispensed tinted coating composi 
tion, the processing means comprising statistical analy 
sis means to statistically analyse: a) the actual dispensed 
Weight of each individual colourant b) the actual total 
dispensed Weight for each dispensed tinted coating com 
position, or c) both so as to calculate a colourant Weight 
dispenser error value for each colourant dispenser sys 
tem, thereby enabling any colourant dispenser system 
causing concern to be identi?ed. 

2. A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 
a de?ned relationship exists betWeen the amount of colourant 
dispensed and a given actuator input, and the processing 
means is able to correct the de?ned relationship to compen 
sate for the colourant Weight dispenser error value for any 
colourant dispenser system causing concern. 

3. A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 
the correct Weight for the tinted coating composition is a total 
Weight for that particular tinted coating composition, indi 
vidual colourant Weights for that particular tinted coating 
composition, or both. 

4. A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 
the tinted coating composition includes more than one colou 
rant, selected from the group of a) each colourant is dispensed 
substantially simultaneously, and the Weighing means is able 
to Weigh the container to determine the actual total dispensed 
Weight; orb) each colourant is dispensed sequentially, and the 
Weighing means is able to Weigh the container to determine 
the actual dispensed Weight of: i) each individual colourant, 
ii) the actual total dispensed Weight, or iii) both. 

5. A tinting machine according to claim 2 in Which the 
tinted coating composition includes more than more than one 
colourant, selected from the group of a) each colourant is 
dispensed substantially simultaneously, and the Weighing 
means is able to Weigh the container to determine the actual 
total dispensed Weight; or b) each colourant is dispensed 
sequentially, and the Weighing means is able to Weigh the 
container to determine the actual dispensed Weight of each 
individual colourant, the actual total dispensed Weight, or 
both. 

6. A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 
the processing means is remote from the tinting machine. 

7. A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 
the processing means is able to determine if the colourant 
Weight dispenser error value associated With each colourant 
dispenser system is Within an acceptable range. 
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8. A tinting machine system according to claim 7 in Which 
the processing means includes signal means capable of send 
ing a signal to the tinting machine to adjust the colourant 
dispenser system so that it restored Within the acceptable 
range. 

9. A tinting machine system according to claim 8 in Which 
the signal means automatically sends the signal to the tinting 
machine When the error value is outside the acceptable range. 

10. (canceled) 
11 . A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 

the colourant Weight dispenser error value error is at least 
partially caused by changes in ef?ciency of the colourant 
dispenser system, ranging from changes in ef?ciency of a 
gear pump of the colourant dispenser system caused by Wear 
of the gear pump. 

12.A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 
at least a number of dispensed tinted coating compositions 
substantially equal to tWenty multiplied by the number of 
colourant dispenser systems is required before each colourant 
dispenser system is adjusted. 

13. A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in 
Which, for sixteen colourant dispenser systems, at least three 
hundred dispensed tinted coating compositions are required 
before each colourant dispenser system is adjusted. 

14.A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 
the statistical analysis means is able to calculate a con?dence 
level for each colourant Weight dispenser error value. 

15. A tinting machine system according to claim 14 in 
Which the colourant dispenser system is adjusted When the 
associated con?dence level is above a predetermined level. 

16.A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 
the statistical analysis means is software Which employs 
regression analysis to calculate the colourant Weight dis 
penser error value. 

17. A tinting machine according to claim 1 in Which the 
processing means comprises a ?rst processing means, and a 
second processing means. 

18. A tinting machine system according to claim 17 in 
Which the second processing means is remote from the tinting 
machine, 

19.A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 
the tinting machine is an in-store tinting machine suitable for 
use by in-store machine operators. 

20. A method for detecting errors of Weight of colourant 
dispensed in a process for tinting base paint supplied in a 
container Which base paint is suitable for use in a tinted 
coating composition so as to produce a tinted coating com 
position, comprising the steps of: 

dispensing a pre-determined amount of at least one colou 
rant from a colourant dispenser system, the pre-deter 
mined amount being appropriate to the achievement of 
the tinted coating composition, into a pre-determined 
type and volume of a base paint, 

Weighing the container to determine an actual dispensed 
Weight of: a) each individual colourant, b) an actual total 
dispensed Weight, or c) both; and 

statistically analysing the actual dispensed Weight of: a) 
each individual colourant b) an actual total dispensed 
Weight, or c) both so as to calculate a colourant Weight 
dispenser error value for each colourant dispenser sys 
tem, thereby enabling any colourant dispenser system 
causing concern to be identi?ed. 

21. A method according to claim 20 in Which a de?ned 
relationship exists betWeen the amount of colourant dis 
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pensed and a given actuator input, and the de?ned relation 
ship is correctable to compensate for the colourant Weight 
dispenser error value for any colourant dispenser system 
causing concern. 

22. A method according to claim 20 in Which the tinted 
coating composition includes more than one colourant, 
selected from the group of a) each colourant is dispensed 
substantially simultaneously, and the container is Weighed to 
determine the actual total dispensed Weight; or b) each colou 
rant is dispensed sequentially, and the Weighing means is able 
to Weigh the container to determine the actual dispensed 
Weight of: i) each individual colourant, ii) the actual total 
dispensed Weight or iii) both. 

23. A method according to claim 21 in Which the tinted 
coating composition includes more than more than one colou 
rant, selected from the group of a) each colourant is dispensed 
substantially simultaneously, and the container is Weighed to 
determine the actual total dispensed Weight; or b) each colou 
rant is dispensed sequentially, and the container is Weighed to 
determine the actual dispensed Weight of each individual 
colourant, the actual total dispensed Weight, or both. 

24. A method according to claim 20 in Which the colourant 
Weight dispenser error value is compared to an acceptable 
range to determine if it is Within the acceptable range. 

25. A method according to claim 24 in Which the colourant 
dispenser system is adjusted so that it is Within the acceptable 
range. 

26. A method according to claim 25 in Which the colourant 
dispenser system is automatically adjusted. 

27. A tinting machine system according to claim 1 in Which 
the coulorant is a liquid colourant. 

28. A method according to claim 20 Wherein the colourant 
is a liquid colourant. 

29. A tinting machine system according to claim 17 in 
Which the second processing means prevents any difference 
betWeen the actual colourant dispensed Weight and the cor 
rect Weight Which is outside a predetermined range from 
being subject to statistical analysis. 

30. A method according to claim 21 in Which the colourant 
Weight dispenser error value is compared to an acceptable 
range to determine if it is Within the acceptable range. 

31 . Atinting machine system for tinting base paint supplied 
in a container Which base paint is suitable for use in a tinted 
coating composition so as to produce a tinted coating com 
position, 

the tinting machine system comprising a tinting machine 
and processing means, 

the tinting machine having a colourant dispenser system 
comprising an actuator able to dispense a pre-deter 
mined amount of at least one colourant into the con 
tainer, and Weighing means able to Weigh the container 
to determine an actual dispensed Weight of each indi 
vidual colourant and/or an actual total dispensed Weight, 

the processing means, comprises a ?rst processing means, 
and a second processing means, optionally remote from 
the tinting machine, able to compare the actual dis 
pensed Weight of: a) each individual colourant, b) the 
actual total dispensed Weight, or c) both With a correct 
Weight for the tinted coating composition stored in the 
processing means for each dispensed tinted coating 
composition, the processing means comprising statisti 
cal analysis means to statistically analyse: a) the actual 
dispensed Weight of each individual colourant, b) the 
actual total dispensed Weight for each dispensed tinted 
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coating composition, or c) both so as to calculate a 
colourant Weight dispenser error value for each colou 
rant dispenser system, thereby enabling any colourant 
dispenser system causing concern to be identi?ed; and 

Wherein a de?ned relationship exists betWeen the amount 
of colourant dispensed and a given actuator input, and 
the processing means is able to correct the de?ned rela 
tionship to compensate for the colourant Weight dis 
penser error value for any colourant dispenser system 
causing concern; and 

Wherein the correct Weight for the tinted coating composi 
tion is a total Weight for that particular tinted coating 
composition, individual colourant Weights for that par 
ticular tinted coating composition, or both; and 

Wherein the tinted coating composition includes more than 
one colourant, selected from the group of a) each colou 
rant is dispensed substantially simultaneously, and the 
Weighing means is able to Weigh the container to deter 
mine the actual total dispensed Weight; or b) each colou 
rant is dispensed sequentially, and the Weighing means is 
able to Weigh the container to determine the actual dis 
pensed Weight of: i) each individual colourant, ii) the 
actual total dispensed Weight, or iii) both; and 

Wherein the correct Weight for the tinted coating composi 
tion is a total Weight for that particular tinted coating 
composition, and/or individual colourant Weights for 
that particular tinted coating composition; and 
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Wherein the processing means is able to determine if the 
colourant Weight dispenser error value associated With 
each colourant dispenser system is Within an acceptable 
range; and 

Wherein the second processing means prevents any differ 
ence betWeen the actual colourant dispensed Weight and 
the correct Weight Which is outside a predetermined 
range from being subject to statistical analysis; and 

Wherein the colourant Weight dispenser error value error is 
at least partially caused by changes in ef?ciency of the 
colourant dispenser system, ranging from changes in 
ef?ciency of a gear pump of the colourant dispenser 
system caused by Wear of the gear pump; and 

Wherein at least a number of dispensed tinted coating com 
positions substantially equal to tWenty multiplied by the 
number of colourant dispenser systems is required 
before each colourant dispenser system is adjusted; and 

Wherein the statistical analysis means is able to calculate a 
con?dence level for each colourant Weight dispenser 
error value through software Which employs regression 
analysis to calculate the colourant Weight dispenser 
error value; and 

Wherein the colourant is a liquid colourant. 

* * * * * 


